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The beginning of the documentary discusses fast food to all food. A few years later in they met Craig Weller
and Mark Skiles, who owned the Clarksville Natural Grocery, they decided to merge their stores. It should
come to no surprise that our food is made the same way because we are what we eat. We can change the world
with every bite. Documentary filmmaker Robert Kenner examines how huge corporations have taken over all
parts of the food chain in the United States, from the farms where our food is grown to the chain restaurants
and supermarkets where it 's sold. It was used simply for edible purposes until the last couple decades. The
film airs the notions of various farmers who strongly disagree with the food industry. Many Americans do not
know what is inside the food that they eat in their every day lives. So if the company is not having a good
practice, like on the production process, when their products are being traded internationally, say imported in
the Philippines, then it will just pass the health and safety regulations even if it is not actually safe. There are
many industry in Seattle is very good. Throughout the world today, so many people are suffering from obesity
because of constant unhealthy choices in their diet. The harm that may actually be inside our food can be
caused by how easy it is to produce crap food now days. This unawareness essentially allows corporations to
take advantage of the consumer and use cheaper, better, but more harmful ingredients. Market Force: Pg. The
director, Robert Kenner, argues that most Americans have no idea where their food comes from or what
happens to it before they put it in their bodies. The founders opened Whole Foods Market because they wanted
a supermarket that offered natural foods. It is also a big benefit. The narrator also states how once these jobs
were seen as the best jobs in the country and now they are struggling to get by. We should take advantage of
our high technology which we already have, and create new high technology to benefit people in Las Vegas.
Magnolia Home Entertainment,  If we have the hotel robots industry we can have more employment
opportunities and we can sell the hotel robots for hotel. Fast food and junk food are everywhere. Whole Foods
Market Inc.


